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date: August 9, 1974 
trom: R . W . Hamming 
Many iterative processes give a sequence of values 
x,.. x] x 2 x 3 t:J , - , , ••• 
where x is the k tn iterate, (x ~av he a scalar or a vec-
tor), w~ose term$ f2ll into the form 
xk=a+bp 
k 
The value of a is the "true value" of the iterative process 
~e~ause if x
0
;a then all x~=a • 
To solve for a we write three consecutive values 
k+l 
xk+l=a+bn . 
transpose the as in each eouation, divine the first by the 
second, and the second by the thirc, to 1et 
xk-1-a_l_ xk-a 
xk-a p xk+l-~ 
Solving this for a we ge t 
• 
This derivation holds whether or not p is neqative ( p<~ 
means the ~equence oscillates) or whether or not lpl<l 
(l~l<l means secuence conver~es), but it does not apolv when 
1=1. In the case p=l we mav infer that we have a soluti0n 
since the iteration pro'cess takes in a+b and emits the sarre 
value a+b. The complete Process is: 












from iteration orocess 
x
2 













This extrapolation process is neither ~itken 1 s nor 
Richardson 1 s extrapolation but is related to Shank 1 s method. 
II. Domain of Applicabilitv 
While the deviation assumed a g~ometric proqression for the 
error 
1,:. k error=xk-a=up 
in practice there will be deviations from this exact form. 
How far from a qeometric proqression can we exnect th.is oro-
ce~s of extrapolation to work? 






where ~ is the initial error, pis the "guessed rate" of 
the geometric proqression, and 9 measures the deviation from 
an exact geometric µroqression. 
Substituting these into the formula for the new extrapola-
tion guess we get 
• 
(a+~) (a+p 2e+)-(a+p~) 2 




Thus the new error is 
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p2 (A-l)~ 
2 l-2p+p 9 
and if the process is to converqe then the error of the 
·extrapolated value must be less than the initial error~ , 
that is we must have 
I 2 I 
IP <9 -l) I <l 
2 ll-2p+p el 
Taking the reciprocal of both sides 
or 
I 2 I I 2 2 I 
11-2p+p 9l=I (1-p )+p (8-1) l>l 
I p 
2 
< 9- I") I I p 
2 
( e-1 > I 
I 1 + I .!.::.g I 2_1_ I > 1 I I p I e-11 
If 9-1>0 the inequality is certainly true. If 9-1=~ we have 
a geometric oroaression and orovided p#l the ~ethon will 
converge. If 9-1<0 then we must have 1 
1.!.::.g I 2_1_< _ 2 · Ip J e-1 
or 
9>1-.!.11-.!_l 2 
21 . p J 
This curve is shown in ~iqure 1. Remember that ~ wea~ures ' 
the deviation from a geometric progression,~, p~, p 9~ , 
with 8=1 an exact qeometric ?roqression. Fiaure 2 shows the · 
same information in an alternate form. 
From these figures we see that . we can tolerate larqe devia-
tions from a geometric Droqression for neqative r (roeaninq 
oscilation in · the sucessive values) hut smaller ~eviations 
for positive p (remember p=l means we have a solution!). 
III. An Alternate Analysis 
Given an error~ the iteration process emits a corresnondinq • 
Va 1 U e f ( ~ ) , with o f co u r s e f ( 0 ) = 0 • Th Us curve f ( ~ ) vs • ~ 
may be called "the operatinq characteristic" of thE3 itera-
tion process • 
. 
Expanding this function in a series we have 
2 3 f(~)=a 1~+a 2~ +a 3~ + ••• 
In the earlier notation 
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~p=f (~) ~p2e=fff(~)] 
To find our extrapolated error . we have 
..:.: . . 
where, of course 
~f[f(~)J-ff(~)]2( fala21 2 






Thus the .error has the form for the leadinq term 
f"'(0)f"'(0) 2 
2[f'(0)-1] .< 
Again we see that if f'(0)=1 we will have troubl~ (which 
corresponds to the earlier p=l - and for the same reason). 
Thus the final convergence will be auaoratic for f"'(0)fl ~na 
f"''(0)f0 • If f"'(0)=0 the _convergence is of hiqher order. 
IV. Remarks 






is very effective, not onlv on oscillatino converaent 
geometric progressions, but for a very wi~e class of diver~ 
gent series, oscillatinq or non-oscillatino. Thus it oro-
vides a ouick, easv method for manv ca~es of using an itera-
tion process that do not converqe, or converae slowly, 
whether or not the process oscillates. 
R. W. Hamming 
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